


Are you looking for the alternatives?



World stories are fragmenting. Old ways of seeing are fracturing, old systems of success 
seem to be failing. If you’re sensing this with a private feeling of stalled action, we want to 
help you find some new perspectives – and so begin to build a new framework of response. 
A new way of seeing what you do.

You may see fragments of this changing human planet all around you. We’d like to help you 
start to coalesce the pieces – potentially into a new world of possibilitites.

And we can provide the simplest way in.
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Momo:zo wants to help you respond.



Momo’s chief protagonist is Timo Peach. That’s me. I’m a music artist, creative director, 
storyteller and limping future pilgrim – and the voice of playful research cast Unsee The Future.

I’m looking for leaders who are looking for alternatives. In a time of converging global crises 
and transitions, I want to encourage the more hopeful human tomorrow – and help professional 
community leaders develop how to do the same. Become futures advocates.

Whatever your starting point – thinking about how to engage with the SDGs, digital 
transformation, design thinking, sustainability, new economies or the whole idea of futurism 
and what creativity and innovation could even mean – my role is to be an encourging, 
demystifying way in, bringing my personal sense of art and theatre.

If it’s an old story that lead the world to here, we need to be writing new stories of us. 
And you say you’re not creative.
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Momo:zo wants to create advocates.
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TED style presentations with Timo, offering fresh, entertaining takes on future starting points.

How to Unsee The Future – a nudge talk for worriers and leaders.
Why the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals are the best plan we have to to practically encourage the 
more hopeful human tomorrow – and how they’ll fail, without adding a slightly crucial missing goal.

Plato, Apollo and Momo – a nudge talk for creative leaders and makers.
Who the much-sung heroes of the human story will be – and what the Futures Advocacy Array is.

The Shape of Things To Hum – a nudge talk for future geeks and theatre lovers.
How art is the only thing that can save us – and how it’s been teaching us the future.

Unsee the future: Nudge talks
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Timo and guests explore linked themes, sharing perspectives and discussing future approaches.

Art Place Advocacy – a nudge salon for those who want to unsee leadership.
A perspective and practice for culture change during times of scarily shifting economies, democracies 
and technologies.

Disruption, design and the demos – a nudge salon for those who want to unsee automation.
A three-part monthly series, looking at thinking that can plan around a seemingly dehumanised, even 
increasingly atomised economic culture in the 21st century.

Imperfect sustainability – a nudge salon series for those who want to unsee planet preaching.
A three-part monthly series, aiming to give our audience the world.

Unsee the future: Nudge salons



Active listening and research with your teams, alongside creative services and regular assets.

Art Place Advocacy – a workshop for changmaking teams.
A perspective and practice for culture change during times of scarily shifting economies, democracies and 
technologies, wrapped up with an essential report on the findings.

Brand encouragement – creative consultancy for project teams.
Strategy campaign development for stakeholder engagement, helping to get values, briefs and story 
straight for building an audience.

Unsee the future – hopey-changey bites for limping future pilgrims.
Around the podcast’s core subjects, weekly Expo social posts aim to encourage creative alternative 
stories of us. Is there ever any hopey-changey bit in the news?
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Momo workshops and campaigns



Learn more about our key thinking and meet our core team at:

https://momozo.co/creative-articulacy-and-disruption/ 



Momo:zo Amid the many futures around us, our role is to encourage yours.


